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Dance has never been more popu-
lar, and the expectations of sup-
porters have become increasingly
sophisticated .

The fame of the early bird illustra-
tors was eclipsed by Audubon's
achievement-but those first artists
were the pioneers of American
ornithology.

On the 200th anniversary of
Audubon's birth it is time to
remember the hardships he
endured for the sake of his art .

Alert museums are now offering
the public a look at video art-
currently one of the most creative
fields for artistic expression .

It's Nero Wolfe versus Sherlock
Holmes in the mystery of the
dinosaur extinctions .

You are hereby invited to "Rise
Kane!" at the museum, attend a
"Dollars for Dinosaurs" auction,
and preview "Underground Art"
in the new Pittsburgh subway.
Read 7Lvo Museums to find out
about Carnegie Institute activities .
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Electronic Sculpture :
Video Installations in the
Museum of Art

By William D. Judson

nlagiru" it small dark Buddha slalue
seated in the lotus position and

staring ;It tllr screen of a IIIAded plastic
television set placed (h1YCtly in front of
him. On the %creed is an image of' this
same immobile Buddha as seen from a
video camera ,just behind the television
set . The fixed gaze of the figure and the
literal and melaphoric "closed circuit"
of the camera and the television create
a vector of visual and CICOrotlic energy
which is held in quiet and engaging
balance. And the witty inco :lgruities of
F.ast meeting West, of , art encountering
popular culture, of the inanimate figure
being presented on live television as it
contemplates its immobile self, are all
readily apparent the moment one sees
this sculptural scene.
This TV Budda (1974) is one of several

works created bv Korean-born artist
Nam June Paik during the 1960s and
70s in which television sets are used
like sculptural objects . Paik's early
works marked the beginning of what
has come to be called video installation
art . The term "installation" refers to a
situation in which the artist has arranged
a group of objects so that they interact
in form and meaning. An installation

IVi11iarrr D. Judsorr is CuraIf)r of FiIM
and Video at the Museum of Ar[,
Carrlegic frrstitute.

Fast contemplates [Vest in TV Buddha
by ~'%'am Juru° Ilaik .



thus inhabits three-dimensional space,
like sculpture and architecture. A video
installation is therefore quite different
from a videotape, which is expected to
be seen in two-dimensional form on a
single television screen .
By the late 1960s Nam June Paik,

trained as a musician, began incorpo-
rating television sets into his outrageous
musical performances, which were as
provocative as the European Dada and
Surrealist exploits of the 1920s and
which engaged the anti-traditional
stance of modern artists like composer
John Cage . By the late 1960s Paik was
combining whole groups of monitors
into a single work . In some cases these
works were for performance situations,
like the TV Bra (1969) and the TV Cello
(1971) made for artist/collaborator
Charlotte Moorman . While these were
on view only for the duration of the
performances, other multi-monitor Paik
works involved the fixed .arrangement
of television sets (and often other
objects as well) that were exhibited for
days or weeks . In the spring of 1982
the Whitnev Museum of American Art
mounted a large and impressive Nam
June Paik retrospective which included
many of these single-monitor sculptural
objects and multi-monitor installations
which have inspired and influenced so
many artists over the last fifteen years.
Paik is generally considered to be the

first nrlior vi(leo artist, and subsequent
video art, especially installation work,
is indebted to his example.
One of the earliest and most durable

video installation forms involves the use
of cameras and monitors in a closed-
circuit svstem so that the viewers and
others see themselves on the monitors .
Given the magnitude of activity in
closed-circuit installations, it seemed
appropriate, when the Museum of Art
in Pittsburgh began exhibiting video
installations in 1981, to select an artist
whose work %vas directly related to this
early and significant mode . That artist
was Buky Schwartz, the Israeli-born,
New York-based sculptor who has
included video in his repertoire since
1976 . His 1981 exhibition in the Museum
of Art included two installation works,
each of which employed a closed-circuit
system . In considering these two works
it is useful to know something of the
artistic nature and previous history of
closed-circuit or "surveillance" works.
The aesthetic concerns of surveillance

works have ranged from voyeurism
("I really shouldn't be watching that
person without his being aware of it")
to conceptual enigmas ("How can I see
that from here?") . The artist Les Levine,
for example, was one of the first to
raise the voyeuristic issue when in the
late 1960s, he exhibited single-channel
videotapes such as The Nude Jktodel in

a situation that include(] a closed-circuit
camera and monitor so that the viewer
could watch himself (and others with
him) watching and responding to the
pre-recorded video tapes! The viewer of
surveillance works frequently confronts
both psychological issues which enforce
a particular self-awareness, and
epistemological issues which question
the actual nature of reality in the situa-
tion . For example, Dan Graham's multi-
monitored, multi-cubicled installations
in the mid-1970s created puzzling situa-
tions which challenged the viewer's
conceptual analysis ("Where am I?"
"What room am I in?" "Where is that
other; that video camera or perhaps a
mirror which permits me to see myself
or others in this way:The Sculptor
Bruce Nauman was also one of the first
to work with closed-circuit installation,
using tight spaces related to his more
recent colored light sculpture spaces .
His Live 7bped Vicleo Corridor of 1969-70
was a pioneering work in this regard .L
One of the most significant artists

using closed-circuit video installations
during the early 1970s was Peter
Campus. In several installations Campus
placed a video camera so that as
viewers entered the gallery space, their
own images were projected onto one of
the walls, but were projected in a way
that prevented the viewers from being
able to see their own images clearly.



" Video lrrstallatiorrs

In the work doe (1975) fin , example, in
order to be seen lrv tile camera, it was
necessary to Stan(] close to the camera
where there was enough light to be
seen, making it impossible to view the
wall on which the image Nvas projected.
Likexvise in mem (1975), the camera
only saw persons who were so close to
the wall where the image was projected
that they could not view it clearly.3 In
viewing these Campus works, it became
apparent that the viewer could either
see the projected image on the wall or
stand in a place that allowed him to be
part of and "complete" the projected
image, but it was not possible to have
it both ways at once . This conundrum
provided a poignant sense of incomple-
tion and of loss, even at the verv
moment of excitement in discovering
what the installations were and
realizing that one could in some way
control and be part of the situation .
The Campus installations of the mid-
1970s were very much a part of a
twentieth-century tradition which calls
for the involvement of the viewer in a
way that requires a physical and/or
mental act to complete the work, a
process very different from passively
viewing and recognizing a given picture.
The two Bukv Schwartz installations

at the Museum of Art also shared this
concern. In both cases the viewer's
physical presence within the space of
each work completed it and made it
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comprehensible . The first of these two

	

and tipped in various directions, giving
works, Prometheus (1981), incorporated

	

file sense of , being a truncated finest
familiar abstract painting techniques

	

from some fairy tale. Irregularly visible
into the video work . In this work

	

here and there, on tile tops or sides of'
Schwartz used a color video camera

	

some of tile logs one] in no apparent
which looked down from high on the

	

order, were small areas of'white paint .
wall at a mirror standing in the middle

	

On two of the adjacent Nvalls were
of the gallery floor. The mirror reflected

	

video monitors at eve level, and both
the rounded shapes of' a joyous yellow,
orange, and red mural which Schwartz
had painted directly onto the gallery
wall . "I1vo video monitors on opposite
walls at eye level showed, therefore,
what appeared to be a square painting
on the floor, that is, the mirror. As a
visitor moved into the space, however,
and interrupted tile line of view
between camera and mirror and paint-
ing, it gradually became apparent that
the painting visible on the monitor was
not a single 2-D layer on a flat surface;
part of it was painted on the wall, part
on the mirror itself, and part of it was
applied directly onto the monitor
screen . Thus what appeared on the
monitor to be a simple painting, was
revealed by one's own body moving
through tfie gallery space to be a
complex, three-dimensional situation.
Schwartz's other work in this exhi-

bition . which incorporated sculptural
objects into the video piece, shared
similar concerns . In one entire end of
the gallery, several thick logs stood on
end, var 'ving from two to five feet in
length . They seemed randomly placed

showed the view from a camera high
ill) on a third wall looking down on tile
configuration of logs. Also visible on
the monitors was a geometric shape
which seemed to float over the logs, a
precise white pentagon looking like a
line drawing of'a house or of'a baseball
home plate. However, the moment one
began moving into the spaces among
the closely placed logs, it was inunedi-
ately clear that what appeared on the
monitors as a flat, white, two-
dimensional form, ivas in fact the
patches of white paint placed here and
there on the logs as seen from a partic-
ular and privileged viewpoint, which is
exactly where the camera was placed .
What seemed at first to be an organi-
cally arranged log sculpture became,
through the eye of the video camera,
part of a precise geometric
construction .

in such installations what seems to be
the most simple view of space-that is,
the camera view which Nve see on the
monitor-is in fact tile most deceptive
image. The actual situation in the
gallery can only be verified by our

A seemingly random collection of logs
is the basis for a geometric form which
can be seen only on a monitor. Summer
1981 Buky Scluvarta.



presence in it, ln" moving thrwigh [lie
space and touching ohjvcts. '1'1111, 've
cxpcricnce alld colnl)rcllvnd Schwarti's
work ill 111'(1 1vays at the Same lime,
WIC concep111al and tile lather I)llvsic<tl .
As in Baill, c'sllerirllc'e, things here are
not allcavs "" llat (llev d111pear to be. It is
the f'?( ";g:aa1cc ;aoCi (lireelr]e "ss will' whirl'
Schwartz a'ni'lines these t11o kinds of ,
alrahc'ncss, echoing classical notions of
empirical and nielapllytiical kntnl'Icdge,
that make~ otlr exploration of Ills work
such a pleasure. Schwartz's use of' tlie
closed-circuit Svstcm (loos not elillllla-
si're the vovcurislic Iu]ti(nl of stllrl'cil-
lance. 111 tIic work of other artist, the
observati(ul of, llunIall act iv i(v 11v video
often calls attention to [lie looking
process itself' and thereby invests the
activity " "atched with special sig
llificarwc." For Schwal'iz, lalwevur, il is
the acstlletic sittlation, rattier than the
psycllolol;v of- the Iiulna11 response,
which is hei, litencd I)y the closccf-
circuit sv,tenl,
Arlothm' aspect of these closed-circuit

works is that the viell'er is also,
illc"capably, a perfitrnlei'-that is, a
persoll 1vlio is physically there and does
Soillethillg . even if - only to turn and
flee'. Several artists, illcludillg Vito
Arconci, Bruce Mauman, and Peter
Campus, have pursued this aspect of
installation works by making one-
clianllel video [apes in which the artist
11iillSC'lf , leerIflrlnS cc rtalli actlviticy,

In Steina L'asulka's Allvision the visitor
becomes part of a changing scene, seeing
himself' in a reflective globe awl also on
a video monitor as moving rarnercas
mcord viewers in the grzller~t

horrmving from tile possibilities of
installatirill sittlations . But,v Schwartz,
fur example, has made videotapes in
avhich lie rearranges 1objvc'ts and Illol "es
amona simple shapes'while" ill front of'
llle c.llllvra . 'flee re .sull is that, fiw
instance- what first appeal's on screen
ati a'felinlciric S :1 - lictilre in the middle
(if ' tile SILH11V ttrrna out to be a conll)ilia-
tiorl of, lar ;1;e pieces of , co11tact paper on
the studio 'wall- all upright heani in [Ilex

middle of , the room, and a small piece
of- adhesive tape on the video monitor
itself . These 1'1(le(]f~al)C's are filled 1vith
little moments of-s'ur'mise and re1 "ela-
tl(1n . - f hi'y arc also direclly I'AIted t(1

Schlvartz's installations, and t%vo of , the
videotapes 11'ere Shown colltirluotlsly on
It moilitol' next r(1 Ills video 1nsfallatloll
ire 1981 .

Llenlelltti ol - stin "Cillailee alid pel- fi71-
marlce ml :1 closed circuit video system
here part of another exhibition at the
Museum of , Art ill the '('inter of , 1 :)[32-
83 : Steina Vastllka's rlllvision . Together
with her husband Woody. Steina has
beell a central figure in video art since
(lie beginning of , the 1`370x, and
individually and together they have
el-cated a large n11n1her of , tapes and
installations . Sicilia's conception and
design of 1lllvisiml, 'yllich Wocxdv built,
is One of (lee motif erlgadlng exampIcs of
I lei' illventive tIse of - widen Ilimallati(nl .
A1ivucirm is all clc;;allt and deceptively
simple machine: t'vo video cameras

rotate around a spherical mirrol , ,111(1
the image.; from tI1C" tiC' cameras ~lre tiC'cll
(Ill video nlollitol', . [!lull' cnicring tea-
gilllvrv- one is prest "llled lvidl three
version: of'spacc : Ill( " {'tree-dillwilsirtlral
gallery alacc "''Belt lens sli,are " s will'
the machine and 1lrmlilors as sculptllr'al
objects; the s'p'ec w'hic'h olle sexes
11111 . 1tu -ed ill the splleir ; and the 1vilolc
of- space which is taken ill 111' the
carilcr'as <tnd pr -t.:senled ill flattened
version on the monitors. These versions
elf- space correspond to three (]trite
dif7i"rent wavs of understandinti rmhtv:
as a llilysical, malcrial prr",cr1wr" verifia-
111e In , touch, as a vislull perre "plion, ill
1vhicll the illaterial 'world rilav he
rearranacd or distorted but which is
nevertheless, comprellellslble as an
optical entity, like a painting or pho to-
grapll : as a rovrrr"pl, in 'whirl' an
abstract system mull he takcli into
account hufllre the reality it presents is
understood .
OuI, experience elf t11e interaction

be[tveell [llese diffC'ring aspect, of
f111vision is shaped by tile corltintlous,
silioot11 movement of the Inachillc its It
sweeps the gallery, by the 1111111-dell-
ti(nls clcgance of' tlie'Inachllic' . <1I1f1 111 "
the arrazlgerilenl of - tile illollitors.
In(leed, [lee carlleras' gliding Illovellient
is itself' like a cadenced dance, taking ill
the randcmi movement of' tile spectators
in the d'ac'e, ancd making the machine
itselt- a lwrfilrnien Allvision gcncralcs
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' Video Installations

an engaging, immediate experience at
the same time that, cm a metaphoric
level, it celebrates a technological age . It
is also, emphatically, a Sculptural object
in the gallery, and as Such is a descen-
dant of the early video sculpture of
Nam June Paik .
Txvo other recent video installations at

the Museum of Art have emphasized a
concern with landscape, a central issue
for several video installation artists of
the 1970s. The James Bvrne exhibition
in the summer of 1982 .and the Mary
Lucier installation the following year
both incorporated landscape as a central
element but each in its own particular
way. Landscape has long been one of
the major motifs in American art, and
video has become a part of that tradi-
tion . Painters like Albert Bierstadt and
Frederick E . Church in the nineteenth
century pursued the Romantic vision of
landscape as representing the most
spiritual, sublime, and transcendent
qualities of Nature . Such nineteenth-
century painters, while helping to
create one of the great American tradi-
tions of painting, emphasized the
metaphoric potential of landscape . A
century later, eartlnvork artists like
Robert Smithson were using heavy
equipment to move and mark the
landscape in ways which contrasted
momentary human endeavor with vast
reaches of geological time, and at the
same time they used materials which
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could not be readily appropriated into
the economic value systems of the
gallery and museum markets. Video
art, especially in video installations, has
shared with the nineteenth-century
painters a sense of the potential
metaphoric components of landscape.
At the same time twent ietlrcenturv
artists have used video art as a non-
traditional medium within which to
give a new human order and structure
to the natural landscape. Frank Gillette,
in Quidditas (1974-75), for example, has
made multi-monitor installations from
images of unspoiled areas of Cape Cod,
and used camera movement, color, and
editing to provide subtle references to
the ecological factors of the landscape.
Video artist Davidson Gigliotti has used
three monitors to make a landscape
triptych of a mountain in which the
contemplative stasis of the image was
Zen in spirit, and at the same time in
keeping with the minimal reductivism
of the late 1960s.
Also in the landscape tradition was

James Byrne's site-specific installation
. . . this fountain is a field offire . . .
(1982) which transformed the museum's
sculpture court and fountains into an
evocative landscape. Byrne suspended
seven monitors at eve level in the
windows of the foyer overlooking the
sculpture court ; the images on the
monitors were from a carefully edited
tape shot mostly in the sculpture court

itself', sometimes from the exact print
of view of the monitors . At times the
view cm the monitors and the view
through the windows into the sculpture
court were so similar that museum
visitors suspected they were looking at
a live, closed-circuit surveillance situation
and began looking around for the
camera! in a few moments, however,
differences in weather and tree foliage
between the taped images on the
monitors and the actual sculpture
court became apparent . Then the
observant viewer would see on the
videotape that beyond Aristide Maillol's
bronze female figure of Night in the
sculpture court was a live nude male
model whose pose echoed the sculp-
ture's introspective, seated position . The
unexpected appearance of this male
figure on the monitors forced a glance
out the windows ("Was he in fact
there?") . Gradually the video images on
the tape turned to dusk, and by the
time that the male figure was suddenly
seen struggling in the lighted evening
waters of the Sculpture Court fountain,
the viewer had been completely trans-
ported from the everyday, material
presence of the foyer to a place of
mystery where fleeting images of water
seemed to become dancing jets of fire,
defying gravity, and where a mythic
battle involving man and nature seemed
to be under wa-y in the rushing waters
of the fountain .

A real male nude appeared behind a
bronze sculpture ofafemale it ude in
. . .this fountain is a field of fire . . .
byJames Byrne. The setting for the ''
video was the museum Sculpture Court
seen through the glass wall. Opposite-
details of Ohio at Giverny, a visual
homage to Monet.



In Mary Lucier's 1983 installation at
the Museum of Art, Oleo at Giverny;
landscape played an even more central

	

Pittsburgh
role . This Lucier work was comprised

	

Plan forof seven monitors mounted behind a
wall in such a way that only the
screens were visible . The screens were

	

Art
arranged in the form of a gentle arc as
the monitors increased in size from left

	

Presents :
to right . The "Giverny" in the title of
this installation refers to the town
where earlv in this century, the French
Impressionist master Claude Monet
painted the great water lily canvases of
his mature years . A fundamental con-
cern in these Monet paintings was the
acute observation of light-that is, light
seen as color reflected by surfaces and
diffracted into hues, which are intensi-
fied by interaction with adjacent colors,
which is the basis of Impressionist
painting . Similarly Lucier, in all her
video work since the early 1970s, has
been interested in light as recorded by
the camera, light as electronically
processed by the vidicon tube and cir-
cuitry, light as emanated by video
monitors . Lucier's homage to Monet in
Ohio at Giverny included, as one aspect,
the use of landscape as a primary
motif. The landscape images of Ohio at
Giverny also recall the sense of personal
meaning conveyed by the immediacy of
Impressionist painting . In Lucier's
work, as the images on the monitors of
fields and streams from her native Ohio

March 17 through April 14, 1985

Tuesday-Saturday 10 :00-5 :00

	

Sunday 1 :00-5:00

407 South Craig Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
683-7600

Illustrated: Samuel Chamberlain, "Burgundy Hillside:" Etching

Come & See our Etchings!

ugate fine Art8
boob Penn Circle South, East Liberty bordering Shadyside
Division ol Dard-11I .porls. In.

Exhibition of Old & Modern
Master Printmakers
February l6-March 16

Etchings, engravings, lithographs by
European and American printmakers

of the 171h to zoth centuries . includ-

ing Rembrandl and Whistler. Don't

miss this exciling, informative exhibi-

tion of tvorks forsale.

Hours :

Tuesday-Saturday 10:00-5:30

Sunday* 12:00-4 :00

'During exhibition period .

Phone : 362-3574
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20th CENTURY JAPANESE PRINTS

10315 Bwddock Ave . Pgh .PA 15218(412)242-9200

March 9-April 3

EXHIBITION OPENING
Saturday, March 9th
5:00-8:00 p.m.
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Video Installations

are transfin-rned into views of'Monet's
hometo,wn and garden, we again sense
the personal engagement and signifi-
cance of these images. Lucier uses video
in this work to emphasize telling details,
to control rhythms and dramatically
slow down nature's movement, and to
blend images through superimposition .
Lucier, in other words, uses the tech-
nical means of video, just as the Impres-
sionists used pigments and paint appli-
cation, to evoke in her work the sense
of the personal significance of the
landscape imagery.
The most recent video installation at

the Museum of Art, 7bugh Lirno by
Spanish-born, New York-based artist
Francesc Torres, used science as its most
apparent frame of'reference. Neuro-
physiologist Paul MacLean of the
National Institute of Mental Health, in
1973 described the human brain as a
three-part or triune structure, analogous
to an archeological model in which the
deeper levels represent earlier evolution-
ary stages .s MacLean termed the most
primitive layer the "R-complex," refer-
ing to the fact that this structure is
what makes up most of the reptiles'
brain mass . It is this layer in the
human brain, tilacLean asserts, which
regulates ritualistic behavior related to
territoriality, aggression, and mating . In
7bugh Lirno, as in previous video
installations, Torres has used MacLean's

Ohio at Giverney by Mary Lucier con-
trasted her native Ohio with Monet's
famous gardens in France. A bank of
monitors created impressionistic effects.
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conception of the human brain not as a
theory to be illustrated, but as an
inspiration fbr visual fin-ms which
satisty a complex, artistic sensibility,
and also as fbrcefinl metaphors flu.
conditions of human experience .
7bugh Lilno consisted of a large scale,

wooden model of a military tank, with
a crew of' five live iguanas visible
through small portholes, and with a
videotape projected onto one wall of the
gallery. The videotape includes many
images of military tanks, including
early movies from World War 1, recent
films of contemporary tanks on maneu-
vers, and a battery-operated, remote
control toy tank which buzzes around
and eventually mows down a house of
cards. The video images of the various
tanks are interspersed with other,
directly metaphoric images, including
reptiles. In one key sequence there are
news images of the chairs on the
reviewing stand during the assassina-
tion of Anwar Sadat . In front of the
large model tank in the museum
gallery were rows of folding chairs,
some fallen as if' being mowed down
by the tank, in reference to the same
historical act of violence. This is charac-
teristic of the way in which the video
component of this installation trans-
ports solid, imposing three-dimensional
objects into an elusive realm of flux and
metaphor.
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REPEAT OF A SELL-OUT

Dhurrie Rugs
50% off

THESE ARE THE HANDMADE FLAT-WEAVE RUGS YOU'VE SEEN
IN ALL THE DECORATOR MAGAZINES.

Retail Price

	

WEISSRUGS PRICE
4 x 6

	

$400.

	

$199.00
6 x 9

	

$800.

	

$399.00
9 x 12

	

$1600.

	

$799.00
Also stop and see our Berber Rugs, Rag Rugs, and Oriental Rugs.

Weissrugs, The Area Rug Store
2621 Mufray Ave. next to Poll's

421-RUGS

ANDREW CARNEGIE
150TH

BIRTHDAY
CARNEGIE INSTITUTE

CARNEGIE LIBRARY
CW MTlSBURGH

Happy Birthday
Andrew Carnegie!

Hear the voice ofAndrew Carnegie and the rousing "Dedication March"
composed for the opening ofCarnegie Music Hall in Pittsburgh in 1895!

A removable record will be a unique feature ofthis issue . In honor of
the 150th anniversary of Carnegie's birth, this special magazine will
focus on the historic role ofCarnegie's benefactions in Pittsburgh .

Pittsburgh will be celebrating Carnegie's birthday in other ways in 1985 .
Watch for them all .

Carnegie Magazine-A Special Issue July/August 1985
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